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Abstract 

Crisis warning is a kind of semi-structured or unstructured problems with a lot of uncertainties. In order to examine learners’ actual 
achievements and timely warning the problems of the students' learning, crisis prediction techniques are imperative as they assist the 
teachers in monitoring learners’ progress and, determining their development and competencies. Many factors have no historical data 
and corresponding statistics, therefore crisis prediction is difficult to calculate and evaluate scientifically. There are many 
conventional methods of analysis has a lot of limitations and the results are not accurate enough. In this paper, a crisis prediction 

technology method for e-learning courses, based on data mining techniques and detailed student data, is proposed. An empirical field 
experiment involving 129 university students was conducted. The results were found to be significantly better than those reported in 
relevant literature. 
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1 Introduction 

Information and Communications Technologies have been 

considerable advances in the last few years. Technological 

promises to change learning have been around for years. 

As a new form of learning style, Electronic Learning (e-

learning) in virtual learning environments has grown in 

recent year [1]. The nature of e-learning can make the lear-

ner learning at any time and any place, also interact with 

numerous peers in internet. E-learning also benefits edu-

cational institutions have the opportunity to provide more 

students with course, reducing the times and expenditure. 

With learners increasingly mobile and working in remote 

locations, individuals will rely far more on e-learning [2]. 

Despite the numerous advantages, increasing the effe-

ctiveness and success rates of e-learning is progressing 

relatively slowly in many cases, due to several concerns 

und barriers on technology, pedagogical and learning 

environment levels. The key challenges of e-learning are 

also surfaced: difficulty in evaluating students’ work and 

intrigued with the potential of technology to help improve 

student learning. 

In order to examine learners’ actual achievements and 

timely warning the problems of the students' learning, cri-

sis prediction techniques are imperative as they assist the 

teachers in monitoring learners’ progress and, determining 

their development and competencies.  

Conventional crisis prediction technology is simpler to 

deploy, analyse, apply, and have lower costs, and there-

fore, make the overall certification process easier [3]. 

However the conventional crisis prediction technology 

usually employ a single set of data source to assess may 

lead to inaccurate assessment of students’ state. Data 

mining technology is a hot issue in the field of artificial 

intelligence and database research, it can automatically 

analyse massive data of warehouse data, mining a rich and 

objective knowledge of crisis prediction, and applied to the 

crisis warning. Applying data mining techniques in the 

field of crisis warning has important theoretical signify-

cance and application value [4]. 
 
We mainly undertook the following works: 

1)  Proposed crisis prediction mechanism based on data 
mining technology. 

2)  Designed a representation of the domain knowledge 
constraints-based crisis prediction knowledge, which is 
based on the analysis of association rule mining 
method. 

3)  Designed the methods of crisis prediction and iterative 
warning method to generate crisis prediction 
information based on excavated warning knowledge. 

2 Literature review 

Several studies focus on the field of crisis prediction as 

follows: 

1)  Logistic regression analysis (LRA). 

Logistic regression analysis is a kind of statistical 

method, it has been widely applied to the fields of crisis 

prediction, the specific method is to descriptive statistics 

and simple indicators test by selecting sample and defi-

ning variables, and then analysed the correlation between 
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variables based on the test results, rejected highly corre-

lated variables, and then logistic regression on this basis, 

then choose the best probability of closing value (split 

point), and closing value is the critical point of warning, 

test the obtained forecasting methods and results, finally 

we can get the final reliable model. 

2)  Multivariate discriminant analysis model (MDAM). 

Multivariate discriminant analysis was a kind of 

statistical analysis to discriminant the research object 

performed category, score model originally proposed by 

Altman, in the generally form of its discriminant function 

is 
1 1 2 2 ... n nZ a x a x a x     , whereby: Z is discriminant 

(discriminant value), 1 2, ,..., nx x x  is a reflection of the 

characteristics variables of the study object, 1 2, ,..., na a a  is 

the determining coefficient for each variable [5].  
Discriminant analysis must be known the category of 

the object and a number of variable values that indicate the 
observed characteristics, discriminant analysis are to screen 
the variables that can provide more information and to 
establish discriminant function to determine the warning 
critical value and forecast [6]. 

3)  Warning evaluation method based on artificial neural 
network (ANN). 

ANN is a network on the basis of physiological 
research in the brain, with some of the basic functional 
components simulation of biological neurons (i.e. artificial 
neurons), according to a variety of different ways of 
linking organized. Its purpose is to simulate some of the 
mechanism and the mechanism of the brain, through 
continuous learning in advance, can achieve self-learning 
function. Artificial neural network model is mainly based 
on BP neural network model [7]. BP artificial neural 
network is based on a multi-front to back propagation 
neural network algorithm. Since the transfer function of 
neurons using BP neural network is usually Sigmoid type 
differentiable function, you can achieve any nonlinear 
mapping between input and output, and has the most 
widely used in pattern recognition, risk assessment, 
adaptive control, which is widely used in the evaluation of 
crisis prediction indicators currently. Historical data on 
crisis prediction indicators is relatively small, in the case of 
non-linear change; the artificial neural network method is 
available for crisis prediction indicators self-learning 
evaluation. 

4)  Intelligent Crisis prediction Support System (IEWSS). 

Intelligent Crisis prediction Support System (IEWSS) 
is an important branch of the decision-making system, 
along with neural networks, case-based reasoning, fuzzy 
reasoning, rule-based reasoning technology gradually 
entering the field of crisis prediction, brought new theories 
and methods to knowledge representation and reasoning of 
intelligent crisis prediction system [8]. Among them, the 
case-based reasoning technology is more widely used in 
the field of crisis prediction. Case-based reasoning first 
describe warning object characterization, based on these 
characteristics, retrieve similar cases from the case base, 

relatively the similarities and differences between the new 
issue and the old cases. Be adjusted through crisis predic-
tion information and case base stored information compa-
ring achieve the purpose of crisis prediction. 

5)  Sentiment index (SI). 

Sentiment index method is to use the time difference 
between the relevant economic variables between each 
other to indicate the movements of the economy, by con-
structing synthesis and proliferation index to achieve the 
purpose of monitoring the economic performance warning 
[9]. This method is divided into four steps: The first step is 
to determine the time difference between the reference 
benchmark one cycle, which is a critical step; the second 
step is to select indicators; third step is divided into first, 
sync, lagging indicators; first four step is first, sync, 
lagging indicators were compiled diffusion index and 
synthetic index. Division first and lagging indicators can 
be used to synchronize gray correlation method, fuzzy 
nearness Act and discriminant analysis method [10]. 

Diffusion index can be integrated volatility for each 
variable, can reflect macroeconomic volatility process, but 
also can effectively predict the turning point of the 
economic cycle, but the strength of the economic cycle 
change is not clear. Diffusion index value 
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6)  Auto-Regressive and Moving Average Model 
(ARMA). 

ARMA model is a time-series forecasting methods, 
proposed by Jenkins, and also called Box-Jenkins Model. 
ARMA model based on the basic idea is: except in very 
limited circumstances, between the observed value of chro-
nological order arrangement, there have a dependent rela-
tionship or self-correlation among almost all of the time 
series, this self-correlation indicates that the continuation 
of the variable development, and this self-correlation once 
described quantitatively, it can predict future values from 
past values of the sequence [11]. 
The general form of ARMA model: 
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where: Yi(t) is t stage predictive value of the first indicator, 
n is the maximum lag phase, j is lag periods, k is moving 
average, Cj (j=0,1,2,3,…,k) is regression coefficients AR(j) 
is son regression model MR(j) is still moving average 
model. Use this method to predict the ARMA model has 
the following advantages, not only investigated the past 
values of the predictor variables, but the errors fitting gene-
rated by past values of model is also as an important factor 
enter into model; no need to pre-determined the develop-
ment patterns of sequence, one can assume that the style 
may be applicable, the method itself will be in accordance 
with the prescribed procedures, approach to one of the best 
fitting equation by  identifying modified, until you get a 
satisfactory model style; due to continue decomposition for 
the remaining items to make it meet the assumption of 

javascript:showjdsw('showjd_0','j_0')
http://dict.cnki.net/dict_result.aspx?searchword=%e9%a2%84%e6%b5%8b%e5%80%bc&tjType=sentence&style=&t=predictive+value
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regression methods, so you can use mathematical statistical 
methods to confidence interval estimation for predict 
values. ARMA model applied to more widely range [12]. 

3 Materials and methods 

In this research, the steps to build crisis prediction system 
are as follows: 

1)  Design for the representation of crisis prediction know-
ledge. 

Warning knowledge representation method refers to the 
feasibility and validity of crisis prediction knowledge which 
represented by machines, it is the unity of a data structure 
and control structures, both consider the storage of know-
ledge, but also consider the use of knowledge. Traditional 
knowledge representation methods are: first-order predi-
cate logic, production rules, semantic networks and frame-
works.  

2)  Design for Warning knowledge base. 

The knowledge representation, organization and sto-
rage mode of warning knowledge base will affect the effi-
ciency of crisis prediction module, but also will affect the 
update and the rich of warning knowledge, and ultimately 
will affect the intelligence level of the entire warning sys-
tem. 

3)  Historical data pre-processing. 

Data mining have strict quality requirements for the 
data processing. Data pre-processing is critical in the pro-
cess of data mining. According to statistics, in the process 
of a complete data mining, data pre-processing will spend 
about 70 percent time on it, while the back of the excava-
tion work only take about 10% of the total workload. Data 
pre-processing mainly includes that data cleaning, integ-
ration, transformation and reduction. Data cleaning is to 
clean up data by filling vacancies values, smooth noisy 
data, identify, remove encourage points and solve the in-
consistent; data integration is to merge multiple data sour-
ces into a consistent data storage; data conversion is to 
convert data into a form suitable for mining, such as 
attribute data is scaled so that a relatively small fall into a 
specific range; data protocol is data mining results without 
affecting the premise, by numerical aggregation, remove 
redundancy approach compressed data improve the quality 
of the digging mode, reduce the time complexity. 

4)  The design of warning knowledge discovery method. 

Many intelligent crisis prediction knowledge disco-
veries can be expressed as the following six categories 
tasks: classification, estimation, prediction, affinity grou-
ping or association rule, clustering, description and pro-
filing. Among them, the first three are examples of direc-
tional data mining; the purpose is to find the value of a 
specific target variable. The task of non-directional mining 
is affinity grouping and clustering, in the case of a not 
defined specific target variable aimed at to reveal the 
structure of the data. Establish a profile may be directed, 

may also be non-directional data mining tasks. This paper 
has proposed a crisis prediction knowledge discovery algo-
rithm which is based on Apriority mining algorithm frame-
work. 

5)  Monitoring data reprocessing. 

The process of monitoring data pre-processing is simi-

lar to the process of historical data pre-processing, as tasks 
required may differ in approach. 

6)  Design of crisis prediction methods. 

According the design of crisis prediction knowledge, 

the necessary of problem solve to design the appropriate 
warning methods. For example, crisis prediction know-

ledge is production rules; it could take the forward chain 
reasoning, backward chain reasoning and bidirectional 

chain inference methods. We proposed a method of a step 
warning and iterative warning in accordance with the 

warning rules of design. 

7)  System implementation and integration. 

The above method is implemented as a separate sub-
system that provides the necessary interfaces for host 
system or other systems, integrated into the main control 
system. Including the provision of real-time control inter-
face, integration of multiple incident response interfaces, to 
produce the desired message for collaborative process, 
achieve linkage warning functions. 

Warning work is divided into two phases: the training 
phase and crisis prediction stage. In the training phase, the 
crisis prediction system accept the achievement training 
data of student, which automatically obtain the desired 
results of crisis prediction rules system, warning rules 
mining can adopt the rules which is warning rule represen-
tation and warning rule mining methods that proposed by 
this research. In the crisis prediction stage, the system 
release warning information according to the warning 
strategy designed, student achievement based on user 
input, the rules to be warning courses and training phase 
obtained, crisis prediction strategy can take one step crisis 
prediction method. 

Data need to be converted to the desired form before 
the crisis prediction rule mining and pre-warning. Cur-
rently, the objects of association rules research mostly is 
transaction database, their attributes values limited to Boo-
lean or enumeration type. The attributes of results database 
is mainly numeric attributes (percentile scores) and cate-
gory attributes. To the end, the attributes of the relational 
database need to be converted. In this paper, the divide 
interval method will be divided into several categories, as 
the class attribute is converted to numeric attributes; the 
value attribute range is divided into several intervals. 
Following the below method to convert numerical attribute 
of relational databases: let a certain attribute of relational 
databases 

jA  has a region taking value of k, let be symbol 
k respectively corresponding to 

1 2, ,...,j j jkA A A . To convert 
the class attributes and values attribute of relational data-
base unified into Boolean or enumeration type attributes. 
In general, this conversion requires the steps to experience 

http://dict.cnki.net/dict_result.aspx?searchword=%e5%8c%ba%e9%97%b4%e5%8f%96%e5%80%bc&tjType=sentence&style=&t=region+taking+value
http://dict.cnki.net/dict_result.aspx?searchword=%e7%ac%a6%e5%8f%b7&tjType=sentence&style=&t=symbol
javascript:showjdsw('showjd_0','j_0')
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missing achievement and multiple scores handling, sub-
system conversion, data discrete, data integration and 
transformation. 

4 Results and discussion 

To achieve the above software environment of warning 

programs is as follows: operating system is Windows 7, 

using SQL Server2000 database management system. 

Record 
TrainingD  as training data set, 

TestD  as testing data 

set,  1 2, ,..., nR r r r  is the warning rule sets of algorithm 

Gen Crisis prediction Rules mining from 
TrainingD . 

Defined warning accuracy of rule :r X Y  as ( )P r , 

warning accuracy of rules set R as ( )PR R . 

 : ,
( ) 100%

: ,

Test

Test

T X Y T T D
P r

T X T T D

 
 

 
. (3) 

This research was applied on three e-learning courses, 
each course’s 129 students’ score for the training data 
source, dug out of the rules number for the number indi-
cators of evaluating mining results, crisis prediction accu-
racy of the rule set as quality indicators of the evaluation 
mining results, verify the effectiveness of the crisis predict-
tion program. 

Set the minimum support were 0.40, 0.35 and 0.30, the 
minimum confidence respectively were 0.85, 0.80, and 
0.70, set warning item sets according to the course grade 
value; item order relationship set is determined by the 
order of the course study. Models and methods mentioned 
in this article on the reality of the data source can reach 
more than 63% of the warning accuracy rate, by a reaso-
nable set of parameters, up to more than 87% of the war-
ning accuracy. Experimental results show that the model 
and method are effective in practice. 

In addition, we found that the dig out law is a statistical 
sense during the experiment, sometimes has a strong 
correlation on the learning content; this law can be applied 
to the actual data to achieve better warning effect. Analysis 
of the reasons, there may have a similar way in terms of 
thinking, learning and learning methods in these courses. 

The experimental results on overall accuracy of the 
three kinds of courses are depicted in Figures 1, 2 and 3. 

 

FIGURE 1 Overall accuracy results on the course 1 

 

FIGURE 2 Overall accuracy results on the course 2 

 

FIGURE 3 Overall accuracy results on the course 3 

5 Conclusions 

Based on preliminary empirical investigation, the 
following conclusions were obtained from this study. 

A crisis prediction system for e-learning was proposed 
in the current study to reduce the risk of failure of learning, 
and the application of data mining was suggested as a 
method to manage the multi-variable endpoint data set. 

Crisis prediction rules were effective in integrating the 
responses of the learner’s data, minimizing experimental 
noise, and highlighting any distinct patterns within the real 
learning process. 

After establishing the crisis prediction rules, discrimi-
nant analysis was employed to evaluate the capability of 
the library to detect and resolve different contaminants. 
Using the present library of responses, sets of earlier mea-
surements could be classified with a high accuracy. These 
findings reflected the potential field application and capa-
bility of the crisis prediction system to assess learning 
quality in real time and rapidly detect any dropout. 
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